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a b s t r a c t
A vertex subset S of a graph G = (V , E) is a double dominating set for G if |N[v] ∩ S| ≥ 2
for each vertex v ∈ V , where N[v] = {u |uv ∈ E}∪{v}. The double domination number of G,
denoted by γ×2(G), is the cardinality of a smallest double dominating set of G. A graph G is
said to be double domination edge critical if γ×2(G+e) < γ×2(G) for any edge e 6∈ E. A double
domination edge critical graph G with γ×2(G) = k is called k-γ×2(G)-critical. In this paper
we first show that G has a perfect matching if G is a connected K1,4-free 4-γ×2(G)-critical
graph of even order ≥6 except a family of graphs. Secondly, we show that G is bicritical if G
is a 2-connected claw-free 4-γ×2(G)-critical graph of even order with minimum degree at
least 3. Finally, we show that G is bicritical if G is a 3-connected K1,4-free 4-γ×2(G)-critical
graph of even order with minimum degree at least 4.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let G = (V , E) be a finite simple graph with vertex set V and edge set E. For a vertex v ∈ V , the open neighborhood of
v is N(v) = {u ∈ V | uv ∈ E} and the closed neighborhood is N[v] = {v} ∪ N(v). The degree of v in G, denoted by d(v), is
the cardinality of N(v). A vertex with degree one is called a pendant vertex. Let δ(G) represent theminimum degree of G. For
T ⊆ V , the subgraph of G induced by T is denoted by G[T ]. A graph G is said to be K1,k-free if it contains no complete bipartite
graph K1,k as an induced subgraph. In particular, K1,3-free is also called claw-free. The complement of G, denoted by G, is the
graph with vertex set V such that two vertices are adjacent in G if and only if the vertices are not adjacent in G.
A subset S of V is called an independent set of G if no two vertices of S are adjacent in G. The independence number of G,
denoted by α(G), is the cardinality of a largest independent set of G. A set of pairwise independent edges in G is called a
matching of G. A matching is perfectif it is incident with every vertex of G. A cutset of a connected G is a subset S of V such
that G − S is disconnected. A graph G is k-factor-critical if G − S has a perfect matching for every set S of k vertices in G.
If k = 1, the graph is said to be factor-critical and if k = 2, the graph G is called bicritical. For S ⊆ V , we shall denote by
ω(G− S), the number of components of G− S and by o(G− S), the number of odd components of G− S.
In [1], a subset S of V is a double dominating set (DDS) of G if for every vertex v ∈ V , |N[v]∩S| ≥ 2. The double domination
number γ×2(G) of G is the minimum cardinality of a DDS of G. For applications and more results on the double domination,
we refer to [1–5]. If S ⊆ V is a minimum DDS of G, we call S a γ×2(G)-set. For A, B ⊆ V , we say that A is doubly dominated
by B, written B×2 A if for any vertex a ∈ A, |N[a] ∩ B| ≥ 2. Furthermore, we use B 6×2 A to denote that A is not doubly
dominated by B.
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In this paper, we shall investigate the double domination edge critical graphs. Formally, a graph G is said to be double
domination edge critical, or just γ×2(G)-critical, if γ×2(G + e) < γ×2(G) for any edge e ∈ E(G). For convenience, a γ×2(G)-
critical graph with γ×2(G) = k is called k-γ×2(G)-critical. Factor-critical and bicritical graphs play important roles in a
canonical decomposition theory for arbitrary graphs in terms of their matchings.
In this paper we first show that G has a perfect matching if G is a connected K1,4-free 4-γ×2(G)-critical graph of even
order ≥6 except a family of graphs. Secondly, we show that G is bicritical if G is a 2-connected claw-free 4-γ×2(G)-critical
graph of even order with minimum degree at least 3 and G is also bicritical if G is a 3-connected K1,4-free 4-γ×2(G)-critical
graph of even order with minimum degree at least 4.
2. Preliminary results
In this sectionwe state some results that are useful in the proof of ourmain results. For an edge uv ∈ E(G), we shall denote
byDuv aminimumDDS ofG+uv throughout this paper. By the definition of γ×2-criticality, the following observation follows
immediately.
Observation 1. If G is a γ×2-critical graph and uv ∈ E(G), then Duv contains at least one of u and v. Furthermore, if γ×2(G+uv)
= γ×2(G)− 2, then Duv contains both u and v.
Lemma 1. If G is a connected 4-γ×2(G)-critical graph, then 2 ≤ diam(G) ≤ 3.
Proof. The lower bound is obvious. Suppose to the contrary that diam(G) ≥ 4. Let v0v1 . . . vl be a path in Gwith l = diam(G)
and Vi = {v ∈ V (G)|dG(v0, v) = i} for 0 ≤ i ≤ l. Assume that v0, v4 ∈ Dv0v4 . Since |Dv0v4 | ≤ 3, Dv0v4 ⊆ V0 ∪ V1 ∪ V4
or Dv0v4 ⊆ V0 ∪ V3 ∪ V4. But, Dv0v4 6×2 V2, a contradiction. Thus, by Observation 1, Dv0v4 contains only one of v0 and v4.
Without loss of generality, suppose that v0 ∈ Dv0v4 . Then Dv0v4 ⊆ V0 ∪ V1 ∪ V2, and so Dv0v4 6×2 V4, a contradiction. 
For three or more disjoint graphs G1,G2, . . . ,Gn, the sequential join, denoted by G1 + G2 + · · · + Gn, is the graph
(G1 + G2) ∪ (G2 + G3) ∪ · · · ∪ (Gn−1 + Gn), where Gi + Gi+1 is obtained from Gi ∪ Gi+1 by joining each vertex of Gi to
each vertex of Gi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
Lemma 2. A graph G with diam(G) = 3 is 4-γ×2(G)-critical if and only if G is the sequential join K1 + Ks + Kt + K1 for positive
integers s and t.
Proof. If G is the sequential join K1 + Ks + Kt + K1 for positive integers s and t , then it is easy to verify that G is 4-γ×2(G)-
critical. We next show the converse. Let v0v1v2v3 be a path in G and Vi = {v ∈ V (G)|dG(v0, v) = i} for 0 ≤ i ≤ 3. We
claim that |V3| = 1. Otherwise, |V3| ≥ 2. Clearly, |Dv1v3 | ≤ 3. By Observation 1, Dv1v3 contains at least one of v1 and v3.
Then |Dv1v3 ∩ ({v0} ∪ V1)| ≥ 2 to doubly dominate v0. However, Dv1v3 6×2 V3 − {v3}, a contradiction. We now show that
N(v3) = V2. Assume on the contrary that there is a vertex u ∈ V2 such that uv3 ∈ E(G). To doubly dominate v0 and v3,
it follows that |Duv3 ∩ ({v0} ∪ V1)| ≥ 2 and |Duv3 ∩ ({v3} ∪ V2)| ≥ 2, which implies that |Duv3 | ≥ 4, a contradiction. So
N(v3) = V2. Finally, we show that xy ∈ E(G) for any pairwise distinct vertices x, y ∈ V1 ∪ V2. Suppose to the contrary that
there exist two vertices x∗, y∗ ∈ V1 ∪ V2 such that x∗y∗ ∈ E(G). Consider the graph G + x∗y∗. By similar argument above,
one can reach the same contradiction. Hence, xy ∈ E(G) for any pairwise distinct vertices x, y ∈ V1 ∪ V2. This completes the
proof. 
The following simple result will be frequently used in next section, which provides the values of the independence
numbers α for K1,k-free 4-γ×2-critical graphs.
Lemma 3. If G is a connected K1,k-free (k ≥ 3) 4-γ×2(G)-critical graph, then α(G) ≤ k.
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that α(G) ≥ k + 1. Let I = {a1, a2, . . . , ar}, r ≥ k + 1, be a maximum independent
set of vertices of G. Consider Da1a2 . Since G is 4-γ×2(G)-critical, 2 ≤ |Da1a2 | ≤ 3. If {a1, a2} ⊆ Da1a2 , then Da1a2 6×2{a3}, a
contradiction. Hence {a1, a2} 6⊂ Da1a2 . By Observation 1, |Da1a2 ∩ {a1, a2}| = 1 and |Da1a2 | = 3. Without loss of generality,
assume that a1 ∈ Da1a2 . Let Da1a2 = {a1, x, y}. Note that |I − {a1, a2}| ≥ k − 1. To doubly dominate all the vertices in
I − {a1, a2}, we have {x, y} ∩ (I − {a1, a2}) = ∅, that is, {x, y} ⊆ V (G)− I . Then each of {a3, . . . , ak+1} is adjacent to both x
and y. Moreover, a1 is adjacent to at least one of x and y. This implies that an induced subgraph K1,k occurs centered at x or
y, which contradicts to K1,k-freeness. Therefore, α(G) ≤ k. 
Lemma 4. Let G be 4-γ×2(G)-critical and S be a cutset in G. If ω(G − S) ≥ 3 and x and y belong to different components of
G− S, then |Dxy ∩ {x, y}| = 1 and |Dxy| = 3. Furthermore, if |S| ≥ 2 and ω(G− S) ≥ 4 or |S| ≥ 2 and ω(G− S) = 3 and each
component has at least two vertices, then |Dxy ∩ S| = 2.
Proof. Let C1, C2, . . . , Cr , (r ≥ 3) be all components of G − S. Without loss of generality, suppose that x and y belong to
C1 and C2, respectively. If {x, y} ⊆ Dxy, then Dxy 6×2 V (C3), a contradiction. Hence {x, y} 6⊂ Dxy. By Observation 1, we have
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|Dxy ∩ {x, y}| = 1 and |Dxy| = 3. If |S| ≥ 2 and ω(G − S) ≥ 4, then |Dxy ∩ (V (C3) ∪ S)| ≥ 2 and |Dxy ∩ (V (C4) ∪ S)| ≥ 2
to doubly dominate all the vertices in V (C3) ∪ V (C4). This implies that |Dxy ∩ S| = 2. Suppose |S| ≥ 2 and ω(G − S) = 3
and each component has at least two vertices. Without loss of generality, assume that x ∈ Dxy. To doubly dominate all the
vertices in V (C2)∪V (C3)−{y}, |Dxy∩ ((V (C2)∪S)−{y})| ≥ 2 and |Dxy∩ (V (C3)∪S)| ≥ 2. Thus it follows that |Dxy∩S| = 2,
as desired. 
The following theorem in matching theory is well known.
Theorem 1 (Tutte [6], 1947). A graph G has a perfect matching if and only if o(G− S) ≤ |S| for all S ⊆ V (G).
3. Main results
In this section we start to present some matching properties of 4-γ×2-critical graphs. We first show that G has a perfect
matching if G is a connected K1,4-free 4-γ×2(G)-critical graph of even order≥6 except a familyH of graphs. The familyH of
graphs is defined as follows: For even integer l ≥ 4, let Hl be the graph obtained from the complete graph Kl by adding two
new vertices and joining them with some vertex of Kl. By our construction, it is easy to see that Hl is a connected K1,4-free
4-γ×2-critical graphs of even order ≥6. Let H = {Hl | l ≥ 4 is an even integer}. Obviously, every graph in H has not a
perfecting matching.
Theorem 2. If G is a connected K1,4-free 4-γ×2(G)-critical graph of even order ≥ 6 and G 6∈ H , then G has a perfect matching.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that G has no perfect matching. Then, by Theorem 1 and since |V (G)| is even, there exists a
subset S ⊆ V (G) such that o(G− S) ≥ |S| + 2. The connectivity of G implies that |S| ≥ 1, so o(G− S) ≥ 3. Let C1, C2, . . . , Ck
(k ≥ 3) be all the odd components of G− S. By Lemma 3, G− S has at most four components, and so |S| ≤ 2. Thus |S| = 1, 2.
We distinguish two cases depending on the value of |S|.
Case 1. |S| = 1.
Let S = {x}. Then, since G is K1,4-free, G−S has at most three components, hence G−S consists of three odd components,
say C1, C2 and C3. For u ∈ V (C1) and v ∈ V (C2), we consider the graph G + uv. Then, by Lemma 4, |Duv ∩ {u, v}| = 1 and
|Duv| = 3. Without loss of generality, assume that u ∈ Duv . To doubly dominate every vertex of V (C3) in G + uv, we have
|(V (C3) ∪ {x}) ∩ Duv| ≥ 2. Note that |Duv| = 3. Then C2 contains no vertices of Duv , and thus x ∈ Duv . This implies that
V (C2) = {v} and all the vertices in V (C1) ∪ V (C2) ∪ V (C3) are adjacent to x. Since G is K1,4-free, the induced subgraph
G[V (C1) ∪ {x}] and G[V (C3) ∪ {x}] in G are complete. Since |V (G)| ≥ 6, |V (C1) ∪ V (C3)| ≥ 4. If |V (C1)| = 1 or |V (C3)| = 1,
then G ∈ H , contradicting to the assumption that G 6∈ H . Hence we have |V (C1)| ≥ 3 and |V (C3)| ≥ 3. Let c1 ∈ V (C1) and
c3 ∈ V (C3). Consider the graph G + c1c3. Then, by Lemma 4, |Dc1c3 | = 3. On the other hand, since v is a pendant vertex in
G+ c1c3 and vx ∈ E(G), we have v, x ∈ Dc1c3 . Moreover, clearly |Dc1c3 ∩ V (C1)− {x}| ≥ 1 and |Dc1c3 ∩ V (C3)− {x}| ≥ 1. So|Dc1c3 | ≥ 4, which is a contradiction. Hence, Case 1 is not possible.
Case 2. |S| = 2.
In this case, o(G − S) ≥ |S| + 2 ≥ 4. It follows, by Lemma 3, that G − S consists of precisely four odd components,
and thus α(G) = 4. Let S = {x, y} and ci ∈ V (Ci) for i = 1, . . . , 4. We consider the graph G + c1c2. Then, by Lemma 4,
|Dc1c2 ∩ {c1, c2}| = 1, |Dc1c2 | = 3 and |Dc1c2 ∩ S| = 2. Without loss of generality, suppose that c1 ∈ Dc1c2 . Then Dc1c2 ={c1, x, y}.
To doubly dominate c2, c2 is adjacent to at least one of x and y. If c2 is adjacent to both x and y, then Dc1c2 = {c1, x, y} is
also a DDS of G, which implies that γ×2(G) ≤ 3, a contradiction. Hence c2 is adjacent to only one of x and y. Assume, without
loss of generality, that c2 is adjacent to x. Since Dc1c2 = {c1, x, y} is a γ×2(G+ c1c2)-set, c1 is adjacent to at least one of x and
y, while c3 and c4 are adjacent to both x and y. If c1 is adjacent to x, then G[{x, c1, c2, c3, c4}] becomes a K1,4 centered at x in
G, a contradiction. Hence, c1 is not adjacent to x. Therefore, c1 is adjacent to y. Thus, the distance between c1 and c2 in G is
larger than 2. By Lemma 1, we have diam(G) = 3. Then, by Lemma 2, G is a sequential join K1+Ks+Kt +K1 for two positive
integers s and t . It is easy to check that α(G) = 2, contradicting to the fact that α(G) = 4. Hence, Case 2 is not possible. This
completes the proof of our theorem. 
Remark 1. Note that the assumption on |V (G)| ≥ 6 in Theorem 2 is necessary. For example, the complete bipartite graph
K1,3 with order 4 is connected K1,4-free. It is easy to check that the graph is 4-γ×2-critical but no perfect matching.
In [7] the following result was proved by Plummer.
Theorem 3. If G is a 3-connected claw-free graph of even order, then G is bicritical.
If the graph G is 4-γ×2-critical and has even order, then we can lower the demand on connectivity or claw-freeness and
still obtain bicriticality.
Theorem 4. Let G be a 2-connected claw-free 4-γ×2(G)-critical graph of even order. Then if δ(G) ≥ 3, G is bicritical.
Proof. By Lemma 1, diam(G) = 2 or 3. If diam(G) = 3, then, by Lemma 2,G is isomorphic to a sequential join K1+Ks+Kt+K1
for positive integers s and t . Since δ(G) ≥ 3 and G has even order, it follows that s ≥ 3 and t ≥ 3. Further, s and t must have
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the same parities. It is easy to check that G− u− v has a perfect matching for every pairwise distinct vertices u, v ∈ V (G).
So the assertion holds for diam(G) = 3. We may now assume that diam(G) = 2.
Suppose to the contrary that G is not bicritical. Then there exist vertices x and y in G such that G′ = G − x − y has no
perfect matching. By Theorem 1, there is a subset S ′ ⊆ V (G′) such that o(G′ − S ′) > |S ′|. Note that |V (G)| is even. Then
o(G′ − S ′) ≥ |S ′| + 2 by parity. Let S = S ′ ∪ {x, y}. It is clear that G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, and so G has
a perfect matching by Theorem 2. Then it follows that |S| = |S ′| + 2 ≤ o(G′ − S ′) = o(G − S) ≤ |S| = |S ′| + 2. Thus
o(G− S) = |S|.
By Lemma 3, |S| ≤ 3. Let C1, C2, . . . , C|S| be all the odd components of G − S. Suppose that |S| = 3. Let S = {x, y, z}.
Choose a ∈ V (C1) and b ∈ V (C2). Now consider the graph G+ab. By Lemma 4, |Dab∩{a, b}| = 1 and |Dab| = 3.Without loss
of generality, assume that a ∈ Dab. In order to doubly dominate V (C2) ∪ V (C3), 1 ≤ |Dab ∩ S| ≤ 2. If |Dab ∩ S| = 2, without
loss of generality, say x, y ∈ Dab, then each vertex of V (C2) ∪ V (C3) − {b} is adjacent to x and y. Moreover, b is adjacent to
only one of x and y for otherwise {a, x, y}would be a DDS of G, a contradiction. Then |V (C2)| ≥ 3 as d(b) ≥ δ(G) ≥ 3. Since
Dab = {a, x, y} is a γ×2(G + ab), a is adjacent to at least one of x and y. This implies that G contains a claw centered at x or
y, a contradiction. Hence |Dab ∩ S| = 1. This implies that |Dab ∩ V (C3)| = 1 and V (C2) = {b}. Without loss of generality, let
x ∈ Dab and c ∈ Dab where c ∈ V (C3). Then G[{x, a, b, c}] becomes a claw in G, a contradiction. Therefore, |S| ≤ 2. Moreover,
since G is 2-connected, |S| = 2. Set S = {x, y}.
By a similar argument above, we can deduce that G− S contains no even components. Thus we need only to consider the
case that G − S contains exactly two odd components, say as C1 and C2. Since δ(G) ≥ 3, |V (C1)| ≥ 3 and |V (C2)| ≥ 3. For
f ∈ V (C1) and g ∈ V (C2), we consider G+ fg . If |Dfg | = 2, by Observation 1, then Dfg = {f , g}. Clearly, Dfg 6×2 V (C1)− {f },
a contradiction. Hence |Dfg | = 3. By Observation 1, |Dfg ∩ {f , g}| = 1 or |Dfg ∩ {f , g}| = 2. We distinguish these two cases.
Case 1.|Dfg ∩ {f , g}| = 1.
Without loss of generality, suppose that f ∈ Dfg . If |Dfg ∩ S| = 0, then either Dfg 6×2 V (C1) or Dfg 6×2 V (C2), a contra-
diction. Thus |Dfg ∩ S| = 1 or |Dfg ∩ S| = 2.
Case 1.1. |Dfg ∩ S| = 1.
Without loss of generality, assume that x ∈ Dfg . To doubly dominate V (C2) − {g}, we have |Dfg ∩ V (C2)| = 1. Let q ∈
Dfg∩V (C2). ThusDfg = {f , x, q} and xf , xq ∈ E(G). Further, each vertex in V (C1)−{f } is adjacent to f and xwhile each vertex
in V (C2)− {g, q} is adjacent to q and x. To doubly dominate g , it follows that g is adjacent to at least one of x and q. Further,
we can see that g is adjacent to exactly one of x and q for otherwise Dfg = {f , x, q} would be a DDS of G, a contradiction. If
xg ∈ E(G), then G contains a claw centered at x, a contradiction. Hence qg ∈ E(G). We first have yg ∈ E(G) for otherwise
the distance dG(f , g) > 2 between f and g , contrary to the assumption that diam(G) = 2. Moreover, each vertex of V (C1)
is adjacent to y because diam(G) = 2. Since Dfg = {f , x, q} is a γ×2(G+ fg)-set, y is adjacent to at least one of x and q. Thus
{x, y, q} is a DDS of G, a contradiction.
Case 1.2. |Dfg ∩ S| = 2.
Then Dfg = {f , x, y}, and so each vertex of V (C2)− {g} is adjacent to x and ywhile x is adjacent to at least one of f and y.
Since Dfg is not a DDS of G, we have g is adjacent to only one of x and y. Without loss of generality, suppose that yg ∈ E(G).
Note that diam(G) = 2. Then each vertex of V (C1) is adjacent to y. Since G is claw-free, the induced subgraphs G[V (C1)] and
G[V (C2)] are complete. Choose any vertex g∗ ∈ V (C2) − {g}. Thus {f , y, g∗} is a DDS of G, a contradiction. Hence Case 1 is
not possible.
Case 2. |Dfg ∩ {f , g}| = 2.
Then |Dfg ∩ S| = 1. Without loss of generality, assume that x ∈ Dfg . If xf and xg ∈ E(G), then Dfg = {f , x, g} is also a
DDS of G, a contradiction. Therefore, x is adjacent to only one of f and g . Suppose, without loss of generality, that xf ∈ E(G).
Since diam(G) = 2, it follows that y is adjacent to each vertex of V (C1)∪ {g}. Since Dfg = {f , x, g} is a γ×2(G+ fg)-set, each
vertex of V (C1)− {f } is adjacent to both f and xwhile each vertex of V (C2)− {g} is adjacent to both g and x. We claim that
xy 6∈ E(G) for otherwise {x, y, g} is a DDS of G, a contradiction. Recall that G is claw-free. Then induced subgraphs G[V (C1)]
and G[V (C2)− {g}] are complete. Thus G[V (C2)] is also complete. If there is a vertex p ∈ V (C2)− {g} such that yp ∈ E(G),
then {x, y, p} is a DDS of G, a contradiction. Hence y is not adjacent to any vertex of V (C2)− {g}.
Choose a vertexw ∈ V (C2)−{g}. We next consider the graph G+ fw. If |Dfw ∩ {f , w}| = 2, then |Dfw ∩ S| = 1. Suppose
x ∈ Dfw . Then Dfw = {f , x, w}, and so Dfw 6×2{g}, a contradiction. So y ∈ Dfw . However, V (C2) − {g, w} is not doubly
dominated by Dfw = {f , y, w}, a contradiction. Hence, |Dfw ∩ {f , w}| = 1 by Observation 1. Suppose that f ∈ Dfw . Clearly,
|Dfw ∩ S| ≥ 1. Since fg 6∈ E(G) and xg 6∈ E(G), x 6∈ Dfw . So y ∈ Dfw . However, V (C2) − {g, w} is not doubly dominated by
Dfw , a contradiction. Hence w ∈ Dfw . Note that xy, yw 6∈ E(G) as claimed above. Then x 6∈ Dfw . Clearly, Dfw ∩ S 6= ∅. Thus
y ∈ Dfw . Further, g must belong to Dfw because g is the unique common neighbor of y andw. But, x is not doubly dominated
by Dfw = {y, g, w}, a contradiction. Hence, Case 2 is not possible. This completes the proof of our theorem. 
Remark 2. Note that the hypotheses on the connectivity bound and the minimum degree bound in Theorem 4 are sharp.
Indeed, in [8] the following results was proved by Favaron: for all k ≥ 0, every k-factor-critical graph of order > k is k-
(vertex)-connected and for all k ≥ 1, every k-factor-critical graph of order> k is (k+ 1)-(edge)-connected (and hence has
minimum degree at least k+ 1). Next, to illustrate that the assumption on claw-free is necessary, we construct a graph H5,t
as follows. For odd integer t ≥ 3, let X = {x1, x2, . . . xt} and Y = {y1, y2, y3}. Set V (H5,t) = X ∪ Y ∪ {u, v}. Then H5,t has
order t+5. Form a complete graph on X and form a K1,2 centered at y3 on Y and add edge xty3. Join u to each vertex of X ∪Y
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Fig. 1. The graph H5,3 .
and join v to each vertex of (X ∪ Y )−{y3, xt}. It is easy verified that H5,t is a 3-connected 4-γ×2-critical graph of even order
with minimum degree 3, but has a claw as induced subgraph. Obviously, H5,t − u− v has no perfect matching. Hence H5,t
is not bicritical. The graph H5,3 is shown in Fig. 1.
Theorem 5. Let G be a 3-connected K1,4-free 4-γ×2(G)-critical graph of even order. Then if δ(G) ≥ 4, G is bicritical.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that G is not bicritical. Then there exist vertices u and v in G such that G′ = G − u − v has
no perfect matching. By Theorem 1, there must be a subset S ′ ⊆ V (G′) such that o(G′ − S ′) > |S ′|. Since |V (G)| is even,
o(G′ − S ′) ≥ |S ′| + 2 by parity. Let S = S ′ ∪ {x, y}. It is easily checked that G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, and so
G has a perfect matching by Theorem 2. Then we have |S| = |S ′| + 2 ≤ o(G′ − S ′) = o(G − S) ≤ |S| = |S ′| + 2. Thus
o(G− S) = |S|.
By Lemma 3, |S| ≤ 4. Let C1, C2, . . . , C|S| denote all the odd components ofG−S. Suppose that |S| = 4. Let S = {u, v, x, y}.
Choose a ∈ V (C1) and b ∈ V (C2). Now consider G+ ab. By Lemma 4, |Dab∩{a, b}| = 1, |Dab∩ S| = 2 and |Dab| = 3. Without
loss of generality, assume that a ∈ Dab and x, y ∈ Dab. Hence Dab = {a, x, y}. Then a and b are adjacent to at least one of x
and y to doubly dominate a and b, respectively. If bx, by ∈ E(G), then {a, x, y} would be a DDS of G, a contradiction. So b is
adjacent to exactly one of x and y. Note that δ(G) ≥ 4. Then |V (C2)| ≥ 3. Since Dab = {a, x, y} is a γ×2(G + ab)-set, each
vertex of V (C2) ∪ V (C3) ∪ V (C4)− {b} is adjacent to both x and y. Thus G contains a K1,4 centered at x or y, a contradiction.
Therefore, |S| ≤ 3. By the connectivity assumption of G, |S| = 3. Let S = {u, v, w}.
If G− S contains one even component, then, by a similar argument above, we shall obtain a contradiction. Hence G− S
consists of three odd components, say as C1, C2 and C3. Then, for i = 1, 2, 3, |V (Ci)| ≥ 3 because δ(G) ≥ 4. For f ∈ V (C1) and
g ∈ V (C2), we consider G+ fg . By Lemma 4, |Dfg ∩{f , g}| = 1, |Dfg ∩S| = 2 and |Dfg | = 3.Without loss of generality, assume
that Dfg = {f , u, v}. Then it is easy to see that g is adjacent to exactly one of u and v while each vertex of V (C2)∪V (C3)−{g}
is adjacent to u and v. Without loss of generality, suppose that vg ∈ E(G). Choose p ∈ V (C2) − {g} and q ∈ V (C3). From
Lemma 4, it follows that |Dpq ∩ {p, q}| = 1, |Dpq ∩ S| = 2 and |Dpq| = 3.
Suppose q ∈ Dpq. If u ∈ Dpq, then Dpq 6×2{g} as gq, gu 6∈ E(G), a contradiction. Hence Dpq = {v,w, q}. Thus each vertex
of V (C1) ∪ V (C2) − {g, p} is adjacent to both v and w. For a vertex p∗ ∈ V (C2) − {g, p}, we consider G + fp∗. By Lemma 4,
we have |Dfp∗ ∩ {f , p∗}| = 1, |Dfp∗ ∩ S| = 2 and |Dfp∗ | = 3. If f ∈ Dfp∗ , then Dfp∗ would be a DDS of G because p∗ is
adjacent to each vertex of S, a contradiction. So p∗ ∈ Dfp∗ . We claim that u ∈ Dfp∗ . Otherwise, v,w ∈ Dfp∗ . This implies that
Dfp∗ = {p∗, v, w} is a DDS of G since f v, fw ∈ E(G), a contradiction. Then every vertex in V (C1)−{f } is adjacent to u. Choose
a vertex f ∗ ∈ V (C1)−{f }. Then Df ∗p∗ is a DDS of G since f ∗ and p∗ are adjacent to each vertex of S, a contradiction. Therefore
p ∈ Dpq.
Since qu, qv ∈ E(G), we havew ∈ Dpq. Thus Dpq = {p, u, w} or {p, v, w}, andw is adjacent to every vertex in V (C3)−{q}.
Suppose Dpq = {p, u, w}. Then each vertex of V (C1)∪ V (C3)− {q} is adjacent to u andw. Choose a vertex q∗ ∈ V (C3)− {q},
considerG+fq∗. By Lemma 4, |Dfq∗∩{f , q∗}| = 1 and |Dfq∗∩S| = 2. Since gu 6∈ E(G),Dfq∗∩S = {v,w}. If q∗ ∈ Dfq∗ , then each
vertex in V (C1)−{f } is adjacent to v. Choose a vertex x∗ ∈ V (C1)−{f }. Then Dx∗q∗ is a DDS of G since x∗ and q∗ are adjacent
to each vertex of S, a contradiction. Hence Dfq∗ = {v,w, f }, however, which is also a DDS of G since vq∗, wq∗ ∈ E(G), a
contradiction. Therefore, Dpq = {p, v, w}. By similar arguments, one can reach the same contradiction. This completes the
proof of our theorem. 
Remark 3. Our the assumption on the minimum degree in Theorem 5 is best possible by considering the graph H5,t in
Remark 2. Clearly, H5,t is a 3-connected K1,4-free 4-γ×2-critical graph of even order with minimum degree 3, but is not
bicritical because H5,t − u− v has no perfect matching.
We conclude our paper with the following problems.
Problem 1. Canwe present an infinite family of connected 4-γ×2-critical graphs of even orderwhich contain K1,4 as induced
subgraph but has no perfect matching or lower the assumption on K1,4-free in Theorem 2?
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Problem 2. Can we present an infinite family of 3-connected 4-γ×2-critical graphs of even order with minimum degree 4
which contain K1,4 as induced subgraph but is not bicritical or lower the assumption on K1,4-free in Theorem 5?
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